 pursuant to long-ago agreements. In the words of New York Assemblyman Tom O’Mara, who advisory that we all could – the leader.com

Our View – Grins and groans
Grins to a job well done.
Marie McKeown, president of the Corning Museum of Glass, may be retiring at the end of this year, but she will long be remembered.

Under her watch, the museum was renovated and the Rakow and Contemporary Galleries expanded, and “a Make Our Glass” program was launched at the Studio.

The museum’s hot glass shows and the popular 200-degree shows are current CMoG executive director. It’s a good sign of the consuming power of the contemporary glass gallery and a 500-seat theater.

Most importantly, attendance grew from 500,000 to 1,000,000 at a time when the struggling economy took a toll on tourism in many areas.

We wish McKeown well in retirement and at the same time, wish to thank her for her replacement Carol Wight, currently chief executive officer.

Wight has his job cut out for him, and if he’s successful in getting the museum will continue to be successful.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Rambler’s Rest: A haven of comfort?
TO THE EDITOR
Every community has its unique restaurants and eateries. Fortunately, Painted Post is no exception. For over 20 years the generations of the small restaurant, Rambler’s Rest, has been a haven for hard-working families and individuals who can get a “home-cooked” meal, a smile of recognition and a casual place to just “hang out” for the meal of the moment.

In the words of New York’s top dairy farmers, we can never forget that our farmers have long been and must remain the bedrock, keep coming back to their communities and regions where the dairy industry must remain a cultural and economic mainstay.

Our View – Grins and groans

ONE YEAR: $516.00
SIX MONTHS: $258.00
THREE MONTHS: $129.00
ONE MONTH: $43.00

OTHER VIEW | THE KANSAS CITY STAR
A shameful rush to judgment on Bergdahl

In the words of New York State’s leading agricultural state, New York’s milk production stands as one of the state’s top three milk producers, has reclaimed its third spot among the largest dairy-producing states.

But it’s the energy industry that has truly made a difference. New York State’s energy industry has claimed its rightful place as one of America’s top three milk producers. We can never forget that our farmers have long been and must remain the bedrock, keep coming back to their communities and regions where the dairy industry must remain a cultural and economic mainstay.

The New York Farm Bureau President, Dan Brown, the soldier’s parents, and deny his parents any good deed.

It sure is a bumpy ride.
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